
FSE 2021AO Admission

Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University

Evaluation sheet

（Note）The sheet A（Evaluation sheet）must be written by your secondary/high school teachers for each

subject as a general rule, but we will allow you to prepare the sheet B（Self-evaluation sheet）by yourself only

if the teachers have difficulty preparing your reports due to the COVID-19.

Name of Student:

Mathematics[Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY)

①The subjects that

your student took.*

②Study hours per

week

③His/Her class rank in the latest

as a number (such as 6th out of 1

percentile (such as top 25% of a s

etc.

Total

Physics [Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY)

①The subjects that

your student took.*

②Study hours per

week

③His/Her class rank in the latest

as a number (such as 6th out of 1

percentile (such as top 25% of a s

etc.

Total

Chemistry[Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY)

①The subjects that

your student took.*

②Study hours per

week

③His/Her class rank in the latest

as a number (such as 6th out of 1

percentile (such as top 25% of a s

etc.

Total

A

Your student’s rank based on GPA
Signature： ]

exam at school

50) or/and as a

chool)

Special note

Signature： ]

exam at school

50) or/and as a

chool)

Special note

Signature： ]

exam at school

50) or/and as a

chool)

Special note



FSE 2021AO Admission

Name of Student:

Biology* * [Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY) Signature： ]

①The subjects that

your student took.*

②Study hours per

week

③His/Her class rank in the latest exam at school

as a number (such as 6th out of 150) or/and as a

percentile (such as top 25% of a school)

Special note

etc.

Total

*The subjects in blue are just examples. Please fill in actual subjects your student took (or is taking.)

**Please fill in this space if your student took Biology.

◆Please refer to page 27 of the application guidelines and circle A, B, C, D or E that applies to your student’s

situation. In case of E, please write the reason and your student’s situation.

A ・ B ・ C ・ D ・ E ( )



FSE 2021AO Admission

Faculty of Science and Engineering, Waseda University

Self-evaluation sheet

（Note）The sheet A（Evaluation sheet）must be written by your secondary/high school teachers for each

subject as a general rule, but we will allow you to prepare the sheet B（Self-evaluation sheet）by yourself only

if the teachers have difficulty preparing your reports due to the COVID-19.

[Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY) Signature： ]

M

①

y

e

T

P

①

y

e

T

C

①

y

e

T

B

Your rank based on GPA
athematics[Your secondary/high school teachers’ name: ]

The subjects that

ou took.*

②Study hours per

week

③Your class rank in the latest exam at school

as a number (such as 6th out of 150) or/and as

a percentile (such as top 25% of a school)

Special note

tc.

otal

hysics [Your secondary/high school teachers’ name: ]

The subjects that

ou took.*

②Study hours per

week

③Your class rank in the latest exam at school

as a number (such as 6th out of 150) or/and as

a percentile (such as top 25% of a school)

Special note

tc.

otal

hemistry[Your secondary/high school teachers’ name: ]

The subjects that

ou took.*

②Study hours per

week

③Your class rank in the latest exam at school

as a number (such as 6th out of 150) or/and as

a percentile (such as top 25% of a school)

Special note

tc.

otal
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[Your name: Date(DD/MM/YYYY) Signature： ]

Biology**[Your secondary/high school teachers’ name: ]

①The subjects that

you took.*

②Study hours per

week

③Your class rank in the latest exam at school

as a number (such as 6th out of 150) or/and as

a percentile (such as top 25% of a school)

Special note

etc.

Total

*The subjects in blue are just examples. Please fill in actual subjects you took (or are taking.)

**Please fill in this space if you took Biology.

◆Please refer to page 27 of the application guidelines and circle A, B, C, D or E that applies to your situation. In

case of E, please write the reason and your situation.

A ・ B ・ C ・ D ・ E ( )


